A new approach of constructing and training neural networks for pattern classiÿcation is proposed. Data clusters are generated and trained sequentially based on distinct local subsets of the training data. Obtained clusters are then used to construct a feed-forward network, which is further trained using standard algorithms operating on the global training set. The network obtained using this approach e ectively inherits the knowledge from the local training procedure before improving on its generalization ability through the subsequent global training. Various experiments demonstrate the superiority of this approach over competing methods. ?
Introduction
Neural networks are well known as powerful tools in the area of pattern classiÿcation. In principle, multi-layer feed-forward networks with just a single hidden layer are universal approximators for arbitrary ÿnite-input environment measures. This however does not imply that a neural network can easily learn the underlying functional mapping between the input data and the desired output. In fact, the main drawbacks of neural networks are problems associated with local minima and the slow convergence of the learning process. To tackle these problems, neural networks are increasingly using clustering techniques to reduce learning complexity.
A cluster can be modeled by a hypersphere represented by its center, i.e., the "prototype" and its radius, which determines the "region of in uence" of the cluster. Prototypes used in initializing the weights of back propagation networks are known to yield reductions in training time [1] . Various clustering techniques have also been used to reduce the number of neurons in radial basis function and probabilistic neural networks [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . In Ref. [8] , a multi-objective genetic algorithm was employed to partition the pattern space into hyperspheres for mapping onto a hierarchical neural network to facilitate subsequent learning. In addition to these approaches devoted to reduce learning complexity and the number of hidden nodes, several existing neural network learning algorithms can themselves be regarded as some kind of clustering methodology, for example competitive learning [9] , self-organizing map and learning vector quantization (LVQ) [10] . It is therefore quite evident that clustering techniques form the core learning procedure for numerous neural network models.
Traditional clustering methods [11] [12] [13] [14] placed adjacent samples of the training set in a single cluster without taking into account their class assignments. The obvious drawback of these approaches is the missing class membership information, which is crucial for any classiÿcation learning procedure. Duda presented a training algorithm for cluster prototypes [15] while the LVQ approach [10] modiÿes the position of the prototypes through a training procedure on all input data. Both these algorithms require the number of prototypes to be deÿned and good initialization of the prototype values before training. Kong proposed a variant of these basic paradigms [16] . All these methods result in piecewise linear classiÿers. The generalization capability is thus relatively poor. The distribution of the prototypes approximates the distribution of the learning data. This results in that each prototype of one class represents a cluster that encloses roughly equal number of learning samples. To form a complicated decision boundary, a large number of prototypes are therefore needed to precisely approximate the training data distribution. In RCE approach [17] , prototypes can neither be modiÿed nor removed, but any misclassiÿ-cation reduces the scope of the prototype vector. Thus, the RCE clustering technique does not minimize the number of clusters that a particular classiÿcation task requires. Musavi meanwhile presented a clustering algorithm [5] to reduce the number of nodes of RBF networks. As clusters are restricted from enclosing any samples of the other classes, this technique usually leads to a large number of clusters.
In view of the drawbacks of methods discussed above, we present an e cient iterative locally trained clustering (LTC) technique, which generates clusters sequentially, moves cluster's centers generally away while enlarging their scope towards the Bayes decision surfaces by using local subsets of the training data. Clusters therefore grow to contain more and more samples within the Bayes decision region during training. The procedure for training a cluster is based on a local subset of training data. Thus, the complex training data-structures that are far from a cluster will not increase the complexity of the training procedure for this cluster. The ground ideas of this training procedure are decomposing a complicated data structure of the whole training set into a number of simple subsets, modifying and enlarging clusters to let them capture training samples as more as possible so long as the clusters are within the Bayes decision region. Therefore, this procedure simpliÿes the training and minimizes the number of clusters. The obtained clusters are then used to construct a feed-forward neural network, which contains piecemeal knowledge obtained from the individual local learning procedures. Finally, all the individual pieces of knowledge are integrated and generalized by training the constructed network using the entire set of training data. The resulting locally and globally trained (LGT) network is then applied on several benchmark classiÿca-tion problems to access its performance and compare it with other representative clustering approaches and neural networks.
Local training clusters (LTC) algorithm
Consider a training data set with
where C is a set of N -dimensional pattern feature vectors X = (x1; x2; : : : ; xN ) T whose class memberships are known. For each class C m , we deÿne its inverse class as C mo = C − C m . Let p(X |C m ) and p(X |C mo ) denote the conditional probability density functions of X belonging to class C m and C mo , respectively. The ith hypersphere cluster C as follows:
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Step 4: if Step lr1 and lr2(t) are the learning rates and generally 0 ¡ lr1; lr2(t = 0) 6 1: is a very small positive constant that is used to ensure r m i (t + 1) ¿ r m i (t) after step 2 even if V m i (t + 1) = V m i (t). The cluster is iteratively trained until it either encloses all samples in the training set C a or cannot be enlarged for Ts times of modiÿcation.
The detailed rationales for each processing step are as follows.
Step 1 modiÿes the cluster center toward the center of mass of its own class and away from the center of mass of its inverse class with learning rates weighted by the corresponding numbers of samples nr m i (t) and nf m i (t), respectively. In most cases, especially if the cluster is near the Bayes decision surface, the cluster center will be moved away from the Bayes decision surfaces. Although this is not always true, step 1 at least attempts, only with the knowledge of the data distribution within the cluster, to enclose more samples of its own class and less samples of its inverse class.
Step 2 enlarges the cluster in the hope of that the cluster can be enlarged somewhat without exceeding the Bayes decision surfaces since step 1 may move the cluster center away from the Bayes decision surfaces. Since this is not always successful, step 3 controls the learning parameters and the cluster growing process. Speciÿcally, the learning rate lr2(t) will increase if the modiÿed cluster does not enclose more samples after step 2. This is important since the training samples are discretely distributed and the scale-space of training data might be quite di erent for di erent learning tasks. If there exist training samples outside the cluster, Eq. (6) ensures the cluster after step 2 enclosing more samples after some numbers of iterations. If the enlarged cluster increases its inverse class samples more than the correct class ones, the learning rate lr2 will be decreased, the cluster not enlarged and the counter j(t) incremented by one. The cluster will however still be modiÿed to re ect its new data composition in the hope that this will lead to successful enlargement of the cluster in the next or following iterations. However, this is not deÿnitely true in every case. Therefore, step 4 records successful modiÿcations of the cluster during the training procedure and the ÿnal trained cluster parameters are V Step 4 is important because the training procedure does not guarantee for each training iteration to get a better cluster than before. It ensures the best cluster parameters, in the sense of the largest value of (nr m i − nf m i ), to be recorded during the training procedure. Finally, step 5 provides the stopping criterion for the procedure of training a cluster, i.e. training will terminate if the cluster encloses all samples of the training set C a or there is no cluster enlargement for Ts times. Otherwise, the procedure will repeat from step 1 through 5. Thus, given a limited value of Ts, the training procedure is going to converge for a ÿnite training set. It is worth noting that the number of learning iterations is adaptive and typically di erent for each cluster.
We wish to point out that this training algorithm may not necessarily be the best method for every type of data distribution. It however provides a simple, fast and rational procedure to capture as many correct training samples as possible to form a local decision region. It may be possible to devise more sophisticated cluster models but this will lead to a signiÿcant increase in training time with no guarantee of performance improvements. Furthermore, the learning rates lr1 and lr2 provide the mechanism to adjust the trade-o between the amount of training data incorporated into the cluster for each iteration and the total training time involved. For our experiment, we utilized a predetermined constant value for lr1 while lr2 increases and decreases based solely on step 3 of the training procedure. Fig. 1 illustrates a one-dimensional example showing the operation of the LTC algorithm in di erent regions with dissimilar data distribution. p(C m ) and p(C mo ) are the a priori probabilities of occurrence of classes C m and C mo , respectively while DR is the Bayes decision region of class C m . The feature space is divided into 5 regions, R1 to R5, as shown in Fig. 1 .
If a small cluster for class C m is initially generated within the region R2 or R4, or around the boundaries between R1 Fig. 1) . Conversely, if a small cluster for class C m is generated within the region R3, or between R2 and R3 or R3 and R4, the cluster will still be enlarged by the training procedure even though the cluster center may not necessarily be dragged away from the Bayes decision surfaces (as illustrated by C but within DR will generate other clusters, which together with C m i will approximate the whole decision region. If an undesired extremely small cluster for class C m is generated within the region R1 or R5, it will not be enlarged. Every updating iteration will likely result in the condition of Eq. (7) to be true. The training procedure will therefore terminate very fast and the cluster will remain very small if the cluster is not moved out of the inverse class regions. These extremely small clusters will be discarded from the ÿnal cluster set. This is an important step especially in the cases where samples of di erent classes are heavily overlapping. For example in Fig. 1 , a large number of extremely small clusters for class C m could be generated in regions R1 and R5. This will not only unnecessarily increase the number of hidden units of the neural network constructed later on but also lead to over-ÿtting and consequently, poor generalization. Unfortunately, there is no general satisfactory method to determine the minimum acceptable cluster size if one has only the training set and no other knowledge about the data. A similar problem is that one cannot determine the optimal k for k-nearest neighbor classiÿer to perform the best generalization if only a training data set is available. For our experiments, clusters will be discarded if their number of correct samples nr m i is smaller than a predetermined minimal value nrmin.
Having trained C m i , the set of correct samples within the cluster
The algorithm then generates and trains another cluster C m i+1 for class C m , using the same procedure as before but now using the reduced training set. This procedure will be continued until there are no samples of class C m left in the remaining training set. Then, clusters of other classes are generated and trained based on the whole training set C a = C, using the same procedure. Fig. 2 illustrates the owchart of the proposed LTC training procedure where qm is the number of clusters generated for class C m . The above-proposed LTC algorithm generates clusters sequentially, trains each cluster iteratively using local data within the cluster. It decomposes a complex learning task represented by the entire training data set into a number of simple sub-problems operating on small local training sets. Each cluster captures a piece of knowledge e ciently and rapidly without being sidetracked or a ected by training data beyond the local vicinity of the cluster. Therefore, this training procedure overcomes problems such as Moving-target or Herd-e ect [18] , Crosstalk [19, 20] and Catastrophic interference [8, 21] , which often occur in monolithic network learning. The LTC training algorithm generally minimizes the number of clusters for a typical classiÿcation task in comparison to some other clustering-based approaches. This will reduce the resultant neural network size as well as increase its generalization ability. However, as the algorithm uses hypersphere clusters, su ciently anisotropic decision regions might result in larger number of clusters with subsequent adverse e ects on network size and generalization ability.
The LTC algorithm produces a series of clusters C 
as the chosen threshold transfer function is given by
The second layer combines all clusters with the same class membership into one class. The weights w 2 ms between the hidden nodes s and output nodes m are assigned to be 1 if the cluster s has class membership m; otherwise, they take the value of −1. The thresholds b 2 ms are set to be −0:5. This assignment of network structure facilitates further global training of the network as detailed in the next section.
The LTC algorithm and network has several limitations that need to be addressed. Firstly, the local training procedure may produce sub-optimal placements of cluster centers. Secondly, due to its dependence on hypersphere clusters, the LTC network can only form piecewise spherical decision regions, which may leave holes (regions not covered by any cluster) or produce some con ict regions (regions covered by clusters of di erent classes). These limitations degrade the generalization performance of the network. Fortunately, the drawbacks could be overcome by ÿne-tuning the network using standard algorithms used in feed-forward neural networks and operating on the global set of training data. At this training stage, each training sample will contribute to the modiÿcation of each neuron parameter of the constructed network, thereby enhancing its overall generalization ability. 
Network ÿne-tuning with the global training set
At this training stage, it is necessary to use "soft" nonlinear transfer functions such as the Gaussian function used in RBF networks or the sigmoid function used in multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs). In the LTC network, a cluster C 
If a Gaussian basis function is used in the network, a cluster will be represented by
where h m i is a smoothing parameter, which controls both the radius of the cluster and the steepness of the transfer function. This implies that an excessively at Gaussian function must be used to represent a large cluster. Similar criticisms and analysis of related basis functions for RBF networks were presented in Ref. [22] . If a sigmoid function is used, the cluster can be then represented by
where t m i , the temperature parameter, controls the steepness of the function. The cluster radius and function steepness can thus be independently controlled using the parameters r . We thus need to normalize the temperature parameter t m i with respect to the cluster size. This is achieved using the following heuristic formula:
where sc is a constant and empirical studies conclude that 1 6 sc 6 5 produces good results. Fig. 4c for a cluster with size of 1=4 times as large as that in Fig. 4b . We believe that if we select a smoothing parameter for a large cluster as in Fig. 4b , the choice of the smoothing parameter in Fig.  4d is more reasonable than in Fig. 4c for a small cluster. Eq. (14) provides the means of e ectively using the nonlinear sigmoid transfer function for every hidden node. For the output layer we simply assign the smoothing parameters to be ones.
In order to use standard algorithms (for example, BP and its various variants, Quickprop and Rprop) to train the network, it is convenient to use dot products instead of calculating Euclidean distances. This can be achieved without any loss of information by adding an additional component to the input vector of the network. We ÿrst convert the N -dimensional input vector X to an (N + 1)-dimensional vector X 1 such that
Then deÿne
and
Since
we have samples X ∈ C m i if and only if
Although (19) with dot product conducts the same function as (9) with Euclidean distance operation, the weights modiÿcation in the later global training may have (19) deviating the Euclidean distance operation. This implies that the introduction of the dot product may give the LGT network more freedom for further training than keeping the Euclidean distance operation in the LGT network. This will be illustrated by examples of weights modiÿcation and nonspherical decision regions of the LGT network in the next section.
In practice, we multiply the weights and thresholds of the ÿrst layer by the smoothing parameter obtained in Eq. (14) and
with
qj; i6 qm; q0 = 0:
The weights w If the cluster radius is controlled during LTC training such that each cluster contains no false learning samples and all clusters are used to construct the network, the least mean squared error of the LGT network can be made arbitrarily small with a su ciently large value of sc. This means that the LGT network could overcome the problem of local minima. However, a small least mean squared error does not always equate to a small classiÿcation error on an independent test data set. In summary, to achieve optimal generalization performance, one should allow clusters to enclose samples of their inverse class, discard extremely small clusters and select a reasonable value for the constant sc.
Experimental results
This section illustrates the properties of the proposed LTC and LGT networks through several numerical experiments. It shows the placements and sizes of the clusters trained by LTC algorithm and the improvement of decision boundaries with global training and comparing training and classiÿca-tion performance with the K-means and LVQ1 [10] clustering algorithms as well as networks trained with the Rprop algorithm [23] . Rprop algorithm was selected for the global training of the LGT network since it is a gradient based method that has fast convergence properties compared to many other gradient based algorithm. Learning procedures were simulated by using MATLAB 1 and MATLAB's Neural Network Tool [24] on a Pentium IV 1:5 GHz PC.
For the LTC algorithm, the following parameters were ÿxed for all experiments: lr1 = lr2(0) = 0:5; Ts = 20. Only the parameter nrmin for the LTC algorithm and the constant sc for the LGT network were individually chosen for each experiment. We used the Rprop algorithm for global training of the LGT network with default training parameter values provided by MATLAB: learning rate lr =0:01, increment to weight change delt inc = 1:2, decrement to weight change delt dec = 0:5, initial weight change delta0 = 0:07 and maximum weight change deltamax = 50:0 [24] .
For a fair comparison, the Rprop algorithm was also used to train the MLP using sigmoid transfer functions and a single hidden layer, which were initialized with the Nguyen-Widrow initialization algorithm [25] . For terminology simplicity, we will call this the Rprop network. Training parameters are the same as those used for the LGT network except the number of the hidden nodes and training epochs. To compare the proposed LTC clustering algorithm with other representative clustering methods, K-means and LVQ clustering algorithm were also implemented in the experiments. We selected K-means and LVQ algorithms for comparison because they are well-known clustering methods and few parameters are required to be set by the user. For K-means and LVQ algorithm, the number of clusters for each class was assigned in proportion with the number of training samples for the class. Cluster centers for each class were initialized with Gaussian distributed random vectors with the same mean and variance as the training data composition for the class. For the K-means algorithm, each class was trained using only samples of their own class. The training will stop if the update of the clusters does not change cluster centers any more. After training with K-means algorithm, the 1-NNK (nearest neighbor classiÿer) with all trained clusters as its prototypes was used for classiÿcation. For LVQ training, training samples were presented to the network in random as this seems to produce better results. 1 MATLAB is a registered trademark of The MathWorks, Inc.
To compare the proposed LGT network with networks constructed by LVQ and K-means clusters, each K-means and LVQ cluster was assigned a radius equal to half the distance between its center and the center of the nearest cluster that has di erent class membership. Clusters with these assigned radii were then used to construct a network for global training in the same way used for the proposed LGT network described in Section 3. For all training results, we report the mean values obtained from 50 repetitions. 2 For reference, the test data were classiÿed by the 1-NNK with all training samples as prototypes.
The double spiral problem
The double spiral problem is a common benchmark for connectionist learning algorithms. According to Baum and Lang [26] , a 2-50-1 BP network seems unable to ÿnd a correct solution to this problem. A 2-5-5-5-1 network with shortcut connections solved this problem but only after 20,000 training epochs using the BP algorithm [27] , the resultant decision region is depicted in Fig. 5a . Fahlman's Cascade-Correlation meanwhile yielded correct solutions using between 12 and 19 hidden nodes after 1700 training epochs [28] with the decision region shown in Fig. 5b . Denoeux and Lengelle initialized the back propagation network with prototypes and solved this problem with a 3-20-1 network [1] . Perfect classiÿcation has been achieved after 1200 epochs of the accelerated back propagation algorithm with the associated decision region illustrated in Fig. 5c .
The LTC network was applied to the double spiral problem of 194 samples. For this two-class problem, we let the LTC algorithm generate clusters for only one class and create a network with one output node. Since the task is to achieve a perfect classiÿcation, the cluster radii were reset after training that they enclosed only correct samples and all clusters were reserved (i.e. nr min =1). An example of cluster placement by the LTC algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 6a . For this LTC network, regions inside the clusters are classiÿed as one class and regions outside as the other class.
LGT networks with sc = 2 were trained using the Rprop algorithm. All networks in our 50 trials achieved perfect classiÿcation only after 50 epochs. An example of the decision region produced by the LGT network is depicted in Fig. 6b . The improvement of the decision region comparing to Fig. 6a is evident. By setting sc = 1:5, we get an almost perfect spiral decision region as shown in Fig. 6c after 80 epochs of training. Table 1 [27] , (b) Cascade-Correlation with1700 epochs of training [28] and (c) 3-20-1 initialized network with 1200 epochs of accelerated BP training [13] . produced perfect classiÿcation are shown in Fig. 7a and b, which are far from a perfect spiral shape. In our experiments, we found that much better results could be achieved if the clusters were trained ÿrst using K-means and subsequently LVQ, compared to K-means or LVQ alone, as shown by the K-means-LVQ algorithm in Table 1 . Therefore, clusters trained by K-means-LVQ algorithm were used to construct a network that was further trained by Rprop algorithm in the way same as the LGT network. The training results of such network with sc = 1:5 (called K-means-LVQ-Rprop network) are given in Table 1 with an example of the decision region produced depicted in Fig. 7c . To test the e ect of increased number of training data on the algorithms, these experiments were repeated with 776 training samples with results being reported in Table 1 . Fig.  8a and b illustrate an example of the LTC cluster placement and the LGT decision region, respectively. It is obvious that the signiÿcant increase in the training data did not upset the performance of the LTC and LGT networks. On average, only about one additional cluster was generated even though the number of training samples increased four fold. The Rprop network however seems to have much more difÿculty with the increased training data. None of 50 training trials of either Rprop(5) or Rprop(6) achieved perfect classiÿcation. Examples of the decision regions of Rprop (6) and K-means-LVQ-Rprop with sc = 1:5 shown in Fig. 8c and d are clearly poorer than that produced by our LGT network.
These experiments clear demonstrate that the LGT network requires signiÿcantly shorter training time while producing better generalization results compared with various competing approaches for the double spiral problem. Although there are no test data for this problem, we can visually compare the generalization performance of di erent methods through the decision regions produced. Some recently developed neural network learning algorithms have been benchmarked using the double spiral problem [29, 30] but the decision regions obtained are still inferior to the LGT network's performance obtained in this work.
A multi-model classiÿcation problem
Data for this multi-model classiÿcation problem were generated using 16 independent two-dimensional Gaussian random vectors X 1; X2; : : : ; X16 with di erent means, variances and a priori probabilities as shown in Table 2 . Samples generated by X1-X8 were labeled as class one while those generated by X9-X16 were labeled as class two. For this problem, the theoretical optimal Bayes classiÿcation error is calculated to be about 0.99% with the Bayes decision region illustrated in Fig. 9a . The nature of the training data enables us to test if small data clusters are ignored in the training procedure in favor of dominant clusters. 1440 samples were generated for training and after each training process, an independent data set of 144,000 samples was generated for testing. For such training and test data, the 1-NNK with all training data as prototype achieved the classiÿcation error on test sets of 1.53%.
The LTC algorithm with nrmin = 7 was used to generate clusters for a single class with an example of cluster placements produced illustrated in Fig. 9b. LGT networks were trained with sc = 1:5. However, after 50 epochs of training, the average classiÿcation errors on both the training and test set were found to be worse than that of the corresponding LTC networks (see Table 3 ). Increasing training epochs only reduced classiÿcation errors marginally. It seems that the LGT networks could not e ectively inherit the knowledge acquired from prior LTC training because the value set for the smoothing constant sc was too small. This hypothesis was further strengthen by the fact that LGT networks with sc = 4 obtained better results only after 30 epochs of global training (see Table 3 ) with an example of the decision region produced depicted in Fig. 9c . The boundary improvements are however only marginal when compared with the LTC clusters generated. The Rprop(2) network meanwhile performed quite poorly as shown by its decision region in Fig. 9d . It could be seen that knowledge about small clusters of training data could not be learned even though the network had undergone 2000 epochs of training. Table 3 records various training and test results of Rprop networks with di erent number of hidden nodes and training epochs.
To make the LTC algorithm contribute more knowledge towards the LGT network, we used it to generate clusters for both classes. An example of cluster placements produced is shown in Fig. 10a with labeled class membership for each cluster. As could be seen, there are quite a number of overlapping regions where data are covered by clusters of belonging to di erent classes as well as regions not covered by any cluster at all. The LGT network successfully resolved these problems and produced decision region very similar to that of the optimal Bayes classiÿer as shown in Fig. 10b . For comparison, an example of the decision region produced by the Rprop(5) network is shown in Fig. 10c . Furthermore, we found that by using clusters of both classes, the LGT networks showed no problems in achieving good classiÿcation results with di erent values of sc (see Table 3 ). For the Rprop(5 -7) networks, Rprop (7) showed e ects of over-training with the lowest error rate on the training set but highest error rate on the independent test set (see Table 3 ). Training and test results for the K-means, LVQ, K-means-LVQ and K-means-LVQ-Rprop algorithms with di erent numbers of clusters are also listed in Table 3 while an example of the decision region using the K-means-LVQ-Rprop approach is shown in Fig. 10d .
In order to test the e ects of using di erent values of nr min on the performance of the network, we retrained the LTC network with nrmin = 2. For this case, 21.31 clusters were generated on average with a cluster placement example shown in Fig. 11a . The resultant LTC networks achieved an average classiÿcation error of 0.86% on the training set and 1.57% on the test set. Meanwhile, LGT networks with sc = 2:5 and trained with 50 epochs of Rprop, achieved an average classiÿcation error of 0.28% on the training set and 1.12% on the test set with a decision region example shown in Fig.  11b . One sees that the LGT network also well performed (classiÿcation error on the test set of 1.12%) although it was over-trained (classiÿcation error on the training set of 0.28%).
These empirical results above clearly show a signiÿcantly lower test set classiÿcation error rate for LGT networks achieved with substantially reduced training time compared with competing Rprop, K-means and LVQ approaches. Furthermore, experiments also demonstrate the robustness of
LGT networks to di erent values of nrmin and smoothing constant sc as long as clusters of the both classes are used to construct the networks. Table 4 lists the weights and biases of sample LTC and LGT networks for this learning task. Although the di erence of weight magnitudes between the LTC and LGT networks is signiÿcant, knowledge transfer from the LTC network is evident from the similar signs of corresponding weights for both networks (exception being the biases of the ÿrst layer). Table 4 Weights and biases of the LTC and the corresponding LGT networks LTC network trained with nr min = 7
LGT network (sc = 1:5, after 50 epochs of Rprop training) 
Glass problem in Poben1 data sets
Proben1 is a collection of real world problems with actual data [31] to benchmark neural network learning algorithms. We particularly selected the "glass problem" from the Proben1 data sets because it was reported to show complex decision boundaries and heavy overlapping of classes, which severely test the ability of a classiÿer in achieving good generalization [32] . In addition, the glass problem is to classify the nine-dimensional data into six classes, which is di erent from the two previously examined problems in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 (classifying two-dimensional data into two classes). The problem essentially lies in classifying glass based upon the description of its splinters. For algorithm evaluation, the dataset of 214 samples was divided into three sets, i.e., the test, training and validation sets, which are built from three di erent partitions of the dataset and contain 50%, 25% and 25% of the total data samples, respectively. This partition is applied to three di erent orders of the whole dataset, leading to three di erent sequences for training, glass1, glass2 and glass3 [31] . The 1-NNK with all training samples as prototypes achieves test data classiÿcation errors of 37.74%, 35.85% and 22.64% for the glass1, glass2 and glass3.
In training the LTC network, we set nr min = 2. Only the training data sets (exclusive validation sets) were used for cluster training and clusters of all classes were used to construct the network. Meanwhile for LGT training, we set sc = 3. The LGT network was trained with Rprop algorithm until the least mean squared error on the validation set increased for 20 epochs. The network weights at the minimum validation error rate were then used for the classiÿcation of the test data. This procedure was similarly applied in the Rprop training of networks initialized with the Nguyen-Widrow and K-means algorithm. Table 5 records the training and test results for glass1, glass2 and glass3.
For glass3 problem, the 1-NNK achieves surprisingly much better classiÿcation error on test data than all other classiÿers implemented in this work. Nevertheless, it could be seen from Table 5 that our LGT approach performed signiÿcantly better for all the three glass problems than the K-means, LVQ, Rprop and K-means-Rprop networks in terms of classiÿcation errors on both the training and test sets. In addition, classiÿcation errors on both the training and test sets of glass1, glass2 and glass3 achieved by the LGT network in this work are much lower than the results reported in Refs. [31, 32] . Although the global training epochs of LGT networks were less than that of Rprop networks initialized with the Nguyen-Widrow algorithm, the absolute training time of the LGT network was slightly longer for glass2. This is due to the early stopping of the Rprop training procedure for this data set with the application of the validation method.
Conclusion
A new method of constructing and training feed-forward neural networks for di cult pattern recognition problems is developed. Network construction is based on using clusters, which are generated and trained sequentially using the local subsets of the training data set. The proposed local training algorithm can rapidly learn about distinct local data subsets without being a ected by the complicated global training data structure. It therefore overcomes the drawbacks of monolithic network training methods, which depends on the average characteristics of the entire training data set.
Given the values of its learning parameters, the algorithm automatically determines the number of clusters, which correspond to the number of hidden units of the resultant LGT network. The number of LTC clusters tends to be minimal since clusters are permitted to enclose samples of their own as well as their inverse classes and the training algorithm always attempts to have a cluster growing to enclose more and more samples within the Bayes decision region. This e ectively reduces the network size besides increasing its generalization ability. However, since hypersphere clusters are used, the LTC network can only form piecewise spherical decision regions that limit the generalization ability. To overcome this drawback, the LTC network is converted to a network that both inherits the knowledge of the LTC network and is capable of further training using established training methods operating on the global training set. The resulting LGT network converges rapidly due to its inherited knowledge with good generalization ability from the global training.
We believe our proposed algorithm mimics the knowledge discovery approach of the human brain, which typically decomposes a complicated concept or idea into simpler subsets and learning the details of each subset sequentially before integrating and generalizing all the individual pieces of knowledge acquired. The e ectiveness of the LGT network has been amply demonstrated through its superior results in terms of accuracy and learning speed (compared with other representative clustering and learning approaches implemented in this work) on three benchmark problems operating on both synthetic and real data sets.
